During the past year we have extended our R~K > for both smaller N (entering the stronglymeasurements of the multiplicity (MK> of prompt K deformed, rare earth region) and larger N X-rays accompanying ( 6 >'~i,xn) reactions to several (approaching the shell closure at N=126).
additional target-bombarding energy combinations. The
The new data thus support the nuclear structure additional measurements were intended to complement scenario we had proposed previously to provide a those compiled in last year's Annual Report,l which qualitative explanation for our WK> measurements. In suggested an unexpectedly simple systematic behavior of this scenario we assume that the observed X-rays arise <MK> as a function of neutron number for the populated predominantly from internal conversion in M1 residual nuclides. In fact, as shown in Fig. 1 , the transitions among members of strongly-coupled complete data set very nicely defines this systematic rotational bands at moderately high spin (I-10-20h), dependence, indicating plateaus of high and constant associated with mildly deformed, high-K, multiplicity for the transitional-shape nuclides with few-quasiparticle intrinsic states. The high X-ray 110 ( N (120, and rapid, nearly linear, falloffs in multiplicities suggest that such collective bands are a 
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During the past year we have continued our collective rotational bands built upon every intrinsic in~esti~ationl'~ of fission and particle emission from nucleon configuration are included in the level hot, high-spin nuclei by making substantial further density. For an axially symmetric nuclear shape improvements in the statistical model analysis of such characterized by moment of inertia with respect to data. We have specifically incorporated methods for an axis orthogonal to the symmetry axis, inclusion of estimating the effects of (1) the expected dilution of the rotational bands enhances the intrinsic level collective rotational bands with increasing temperature densities at nuclear temperature r by a factor gL~/li2.
on the level densities for deformed nuclei, and (2) the In our previous analysis of measurements of fissiondeformation of daughter nuclei on the barrier evaporation competition following 6~i-iaduced fusion transmission coefficients for particle emission. In reactions ,233 we incorporated this collective the process of introducing the latter change, we also enhancement of level densities at both the strongly found and corrected a significant long-standing error prolate saddle-point deformations relevant to fission in the widely used optical model subroutine TLJ. With and the mildly oblate equilibrium deformations used in these and the numerous other improvements we have evaluating particle emission widths. We were able to introduced over the past few years (see refs. We have previously stressed2 the importance, for parameters. [All nuclear structure properties needed the sake of consistency in calculations of fissionfor the calculations were fixed according to evaporation competition, of generating level densities predictions of the rotating-liquid-drop (RLDM) and
